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1. Introduction. We study a class of microdifferential equations
with double involutory characteristics. Explicitly, let M be a real analytic
manifold with a complex neighborhood X and let be a coherent ’x module
defined in a neighborhood of poe T*X\M. (See M. Sato et al. [4] and
P. Schapira [5] for ’x.) We assume that the characteristic variety of
is written in a neighborhood of p0 as
vh ()={p e T’X; ()=0}
( )
by a homogeneous holomorphic function p defined in a neighborhood of p0.
Here p satisfies the following conditions (2), (3) and (4).
p is real valued on T*X.
(2)
( 3 ) ={p e T*X\M; p(p)--O, dp(p)=O) is a regular involutory submanifold of T*X of codimension 2 through p0.
Hess (p)(p) has rank 1 if p e X.
(4)
In 5, we give a propagation theorem of sheaves in the framework of
Microlocal Study of Sheaves due to M. Kashiwara and P. Schapira [2],
which will play a powerful role in studying the propagation of singularities
for microdifferential systems.
2. Notation. To state the results, we give some prerequisites about
2-microfunctions.
Let A be a complexification of X in T*X. Then denotes the union of
all bicharacteristic leaves of A issued from X. M. Kashiwara introduced
the sheaf C of 2-microfunctions along X on Tz*. By C, we can study
the properties of microfunctions on X precisely. Actually, we have exact

sequences
and
(6)

-z

,
o

>Cl=-

.-.

Here
=Cl= and C is the sheaf of microfunctions along X.
we have a canonical spectral map
Sp%" I(CIz)--->C,
(7)
by which we define the 2-singular spectrum for u e Clz as
SS(u)=supp (Sp(u)).
(8)
We can identi2y

Moreover,
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(9)
T*2 ...[._JrT*F
where the union in the right side is taken or all bicharacteristic leaves
X. For any C function g defined in an open subset 9 of T*2, we define a
vector field on 9 by
=Ur(dgr.r)
(10)
where Hr" T*T*FTT*F is Hamiltonian isomorphism. We remark here
is tangent to T*F for any leaf F See alsv N. Tose [8] for another
that
description of gel and refer to M. Kashiwara and Y. Laurent [1] and
Y. Laurent [3] or more details about 2-microfunctions.
Statement of the result. We set or p e X and
(11)
Pz(p, r)= (Hess (p)(p). Hz(r), Hz(r)}.

.

Here Hz is Hamiltonian isomorphism
(12)

Hz" T2 )TzTX.
To state the main theorems, we give
Lemma 1. We decompose Pz as

pz=po.p
(13)
by real analytic functions Po and p satisfying
p00 on T2X.
(14)
By the unction p, above, we can state
Theorem 2. Let u be a section of o(, C) defined in a neighborhood of po. Then SS(u)X is contained in {p=0}. Moreover SS(u)X is
invariant under
By Theorem 2 above, we have
Let u be a section of o(, C) defined in a neighborTheorem
hood of po. Then supp(u)X is a union of projection by uz of integral
curves of H in {p=0}X.
Remark 4. In case Hess (p) (p) has rank 2, see N. Tose [6], [7], [8], [9]
and [10]. Moreover, the codimension o X may be taken greater than 2 in
[8], [9] and [10].
4. Proof of Theorem 2. By finding a suitable real quantized contact transformation, we may assume from the beginning that
ch()= {(z, );
(5)
A(z, ’)= 0}
where A(z, )is a homogeneous holomorphic function of degree 0 defined in
1T*R Here we take a coordinate
a neighborhood of p0=(0, J- ldxn) e
of
1T*R [resp. T*C n] as (x, 5.dx) [resp. (z, .dz)] with x,
[resp. z, e C n] and set ’=(,
). Moreover we may assume that
(16)
A(z, ’)::0= 0.
Here we have in this case
(17)
X={(x, ) ==0} and A={(z, ) 5==0}.
put N=C (z,z) R (x,...,x) in C n, we have
we
Then when
(s)
2TX
and C is nothing but the sheaf of microfunctions with holomorphic parameters (z, z) defined by
(19)
C=Z(Oc)[n-2].

.

- -

+
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-
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Here /,(.) is the functor of Sato’s microlocalization along N. (See
Kashiwara-Schapira [2] for its definition.) We take a coordinate of as
(z’, x" ;/-l".dx) with x", "e R and z’e C and set that of T*2 as
(z’, x" /- 1" z’*dz’ + x"*dx" + /-L-,,*d,,) with z’* (z*, z*) e C and
x"*= (x*,
n*) e R
x*) and "*= (*,
Moreover, in the case above, we have

...,

-

...,

,

-.

(20)
C--/2z(C)[2] -/ Hom (Zz, C)[2]
and
(" Tz*. >X)
(21) R q(om-(e)(-([), C)=/ (o (Z, )[2]
where
R 37ome (12, L’). (See [2] for the definition of bifunctor
Z d(o (-, .).) The microsupport of can be calculated by Theorem 10.5.1.
of [2] as
(22)
SS()Cr*z(ch())={p e T* z*(p)=0}.
(See Chapter 1 of [2] for the definition of Cr(.).) Remarking
(23)
SS(Zz)=T*zc{Re z*=0} and SS(}) c: {Re z*=0},
we can conclude by the following Theorem 5 that for any

=

(q.e.d. for Theorem 2)
supp (u) is invariant under /,.
5. Sheaf theoretical propagation of singularities. The following
theorem is essentially due to M. Kashiwara and P. Sehapira, which plays
a powerful role to study propagation of singularities for mierodifferential
systems. Here the author would like to gratify to Prof. M. Kashiwara
and Prof. P. Sehapira for letting me announee the theorem here.
Let X be a C manifold and D(X) denotes the derived category of complexes of Z modules on X and D/(X) [resp. D(X)] denotes the full subcategory of D(X) consisting of complexes with eohomologies bounded from
below [resp. bounded].
Then we have
Theorem 5. Let W be an involutory submanifold of T*X and let
F e D /(X) and G e D(X). If we assume
(24)
SS(F)c W and SS(G)c W,
then for any u e H(g a(om (G, F)), supp (u) is a union of bicharacteristic
leaves of W.
Sketch of proof. By the technique of adding one variable due to
M. Kashiwara, we may assume from the beginning that W is regular.
Moreover, if we find a suitable quantized contact transformation, we may
suppose
(d <n)
W= {(x, $dx) e T*X
(25)
,=0}
where we take a coordinate of T*X as (x, $dx) with x and e R n. Then we
have by [2]
(26)
SS([ (o, (F, G)) c C(SS(F), SS(G)).
(See Chapter 1 of [2] for the definition of normal cone C(., .).) Then, the
right side of (26) is included in
(27)
{(x, x*, *.) e T*T*X x*
x* =0}

,
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where we take a coordinate of T*T*X as (x, ; x*, *) with x* and e R
and identify TT*X with T*T*X by Hamiltonian isomorphism. By (27),
we can apply Proposition 4.1.2 o [2] and can verify the assertion o the
theorem.
(q.e.d.)

*
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